
 

What Is Human Design? 

Human Design is a leading-edge personality assessment tool that shows 
you your best decision- making strategy, your unique gifts and talents, 
where you carry your pain, and where you have the greatest potential for 
great wisdom. It shows you the energetic configuration you were born with. 

And it reveals the magnificent being you are designed to be.  

Understanding your Design will improve your success and effectiveness in 
the world, and increase your sense of confidence, ease and fulfillment. It 
can also improve your relationships, your career and business success, 
and your health.  

Human Design is a synthesis of Eastern and Western Astrology, the 
Chinese I’Ching, The Kabbalah (Tree of Life), the Hindu Chakra System 
and modern Quantum Physics.  

 

 



Your Human Design Chart is calculated using your birth date, time and 
place. An accurate birth time will help ensure an accurate Chart, but if you 
don’t know your exact birth time please request your Chart anyway. Simply 
indicate as much as you know (if anything) about your birth time.  

Even without precise accuracy, your Chart can still be very useful to you. If 
you wish to have a Full Reading but do not have accurate birth time, I will 
run your Chart every few hours during your birth date and together we will 

select the Chart that best fits you.  

 

What Is A Human Design Chart? 

A Human Design Chart (called a Body Graph) represents a snapshot of the 
astronomical influences present at your precise moment of birth. It is these 
influences that determine your personality characteristics, the themes in 

your life, and your chosen path.  

It essentially shows the 
“DNA” of your personality. 
In that way it is similar to 
the fixed biological 
structure we are all born 
with which is determined 
by our genetic DNA.  

While our environment 
can affect our nature in 
many ways, certain 
characteristics never 
change. If you have 
brown eyes, for example, 
you will always have 
brown eyes. If you are 

male you will always be male (barring surgery). Your genes, in other words, 
do not change over time. Similarly, your Human Design Chart—which 
shows the energy configuration you were born with—does not change over 
time, although the way you express your energies and potentials can 
change.  



Your Human Design Body Graph is a blueprint of the way you uniquely 
process energy and interact with the world—in other words...the blueprint 

of who you are.  

With that in mind, let’s take a look at the components of your free Chart and 
how to understand them. If you haven’t requested your free personal 
Human Design Chart from me yet, click here.  

 

The Nine Energy Centers  

One of the first things you will notice when you look at the large triangular 
shape on your Chart is that there are nine smaller geometric shapes within 
that large triangle. There are several triangles and squares, and one 

diamond shape in the middle of the Chart.  

These shapes are called the Nine 
Centers. Each center carries and 
manages a certain frequency of 
energy and relates to specific 

themes in our lives.  

You may notice that some of the 
centers are colored in and some of 
them are white. The centers that are 
colored in are called defined or 
fixed. Having a center defined 
means that you have a specific and 
consistent way of processing that 

kind of energy in your life.  

For example, if you have the 
diamond in the center of your Chart colored in (it will be yellow) then you 
have a defined or fixed Identity Center. When your Identity Center is 
defined, you have a specific and consistent way of thinking about yourself 

and where you are going with your life.  
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The white centers are called open or undefined. When you have an open 
center it means that you don’t have a fixed or specific way of processing 
that energy. Your open centers are your greatest teachers and the deepest 
source of your wisdom. In your open centers you can process that center's 
type of energy in many, many different ways. Your experience and 
understanding of the energy of that center may be unlimited.  

For example, the small triangle on the right middle of the chart is called the 
Will Center. The Will Center is about processing the energy that brings 
things forth onto the material plane. When you have an Open Will Center, it 
means that you don’t have a specific way of thinking about money and 
material resources. The gift the open Will Center gives you is the ability to 
become very wise about making money and knowing what is truly valuable 

in life.  

The significance of YOUR open centers and defined centers, and how their 
combination forms your unique personality, is explained thoroughly to you 
during a full Human Design Reading with me.  

Here is a brief overview of the Centers, from the top:  

Top Triangle – Head Center: Ideas and inspiration 
Next Triangle – Ajna Center: Concrete thinking and data processing 
Next Square – Throat Center: Communication and manifestation into form 
Next Diamond – Identity Center: Love, direction, identity, and place Small 
Triangle – Will Center: Will power, value and material things 
Large Triangle Right –Solar Plexus Center: Emotional energy 
Large Triangle Left – Spleen Center: Intuition, time, and immune system 
Square Between Them – Sacral Center: Life force and work force energy 

Bottom Square – Root Center: Adrenaline energy  

 

The Channels and Gates  

The next thing you may notice on your Chart is that it is covered with lines, 
some of them colored red, some black, some half red and black, and some 
totally white. Lines that span all the way between two centers are called 
channels. If you have a channel that is completely colored in (any 
combination of red, black, or half of each) then the centers on either end of 



the channel will be defined (colored in). An open (white) center has no fully 
colored channels attached to it.  

There are 36 channels in the Human Design body graph. Each channel has 

two halves called gates. There are a total of 64 gates (some gates are part 

of more than one channel). The 64 

gates correlate to the 64 hexagrams in 

the Chinese I’Ching. Each gate that is 

active (colored in) on your Chart adds 

a different “flavor” to your personality.  

Gates colored black carry personality 
traits that you are consciously aware 
of. For example, if you have the gate 
11, The Gate of Ideas, (coming from 
the lower right side of the Ajna Center 
towards the Throat) colored black, then 
you would be consciously aware that 
you have a lot of ideas! The black 
gates are derived from the column of 
black numbers on your body graph 
Chart, which is calculated from your 

actual birth date and birth time.  

Some of the gates on your body graph are colored red. The red gates are 
derived from the column of red numbers on your body graph. You may 
notice that the date above those red numbers is not your actual birth date. 
This is the date of your “unconscious” personality design. It is 88 
astrological degrees earlier than your actual birth date (approximately 3 
months). According to Human Design theory, this is the time when your 
soul fully entered your body before you were born, and when your 

unconscious personality was formed.  

Your red or unconscious gates represent personality traits that you may or 
may not be consciously aware of. These are traits that many of discover as 
we travel along the journey of life but, for the most part, we are not always 
conscious of acting out these personality traits. Unconscious personality 
traits are completely innocent in their expression through us. You may not 
be able to control or manipulate your unconscious personality traits.  



So, for example, if you have the gate 13, The Gate of the Witness, (coming 
from the upper right side of the Identity Center towards the Throat) as 
unconscious (red), then you may not be aware that your energy field 
communicates to others that they are safe to share their secrets with you. 
You probably have no idea why people come up to you, out of the blue, 
and tell you their deepest, darkest secrets. But you are also not able to use 
this gift in a deliberate or manipulative way.  

If you have half red and black gates, you express those particular 
personality aspects both in your conscious and unconscious definition.  

A white line or gate simply means that you have that gate open. You will 
always take in the energy of that gate from the world around you, but its 
expression through you will be inconsistent and will depend on your 

environment (specifically....the people around you).  

When you look at the numbers on the left side of the body graph, you will 
see that each gate number has a small raised number next to it. For each 
gate there are six possible small numbers, or "lines" (1-6). Each line is a 
further expression of your uniqueness. The lines of the gates do not show 
on the body graph itself. The meaning of YOUR defined gates and lines is 
revealed to you during a Human Design Reading. You can also refer to the 
traditional Chinese I’Ching to gain more insight into each particular gate.  

 

The Types 



 

When you look at the bottom half of your Chart, you will see your type 
listed. There are five types in the Human Design system. Each type has a 
specific strategy for making powerful decisions and taking correct action in 
life. Your type is determined by the definition (channels and centers) in your 
Chart. Since your type determines your strategy, it is essential that you 
understand this feature of your design.  

Each type plays a critical role in the interaction of the human species. 
Generators and Manifesting Generators have powerful internal motors to 
churn out work, Projectors have vision and projective energy to guide, lead 
and manage, Manifestors are stirring the pot, creating and initiating action 
to create and manifest new things. Reflectors act as a mirror to society to 
show us how and what we are doing. If everyone on this planet lived their 
type and strategy of the design they were given, there would be a lot less 
struggle and discontentment in the world. 
 
Generators – The Generator has the Sacral motor, the most powerful 
motor in the Human Design system. This is consistent energy. The motor 
turns on each morning and runs all day until it burns out at night. The 
Generator is here to do work. This can be manual work and or creative 
work and the energy is there to work for long periods of time in a sustained 
manner. The motor burns out each night and is recharged at night to begin 
a new each day. The motor needs some degree of physical production to 
help it burn out by the end of the day or it may be restless at night. This can 



interrupt sleep and the recharging process. For the Generator there can be 
many types of work, the trick is to find work that is inspiring. 
Generator Strategy – Wait to respond  
Theme: Frustration 
 
Manifesting Generators – The Manifesting Generator, like the Generator 
has the powerful sacral motor that provides consistent energy everyday. 
This is sustainable energy to work and produce. This production can be 
manual or creative in nature. It is the consistency and duration that sets the 
Manifesting Generator and Generators apart from the rest. The difference 
from a generator is that the Manifesting Generator has a defined and 
motorized throat. The throat is motorized by energy flowing in a defined 
channel or series of channels from one of the four centers that are motors. 
The 4 motor centers are the Sacral, the Will, the Solar Plexus and the Root. 
This motorized throat adds a degree of initiative and creative energy to the 
power of the Manifesting Generator. It also adds a degree of speed to the 
energy. Some Manifesting Generators are very quick to act and respond 
and get bored if there is not enough going on. Their Manifesting energy is 
at times pushy and pushes them into thinking they are a Manifestor. They 
are not a Manifestor, they are a Manifesting Generator. 
Manifesting Generator Strategy – Respond, envision, reprocess, 
inform, act Much like the Generator, Manifesting Generators need to 
respond to events and occurrences in their reality. The difference is the 
Manifesting Generator can push the gray area of initiation a little bit. In 
some situations they may respond, repeatedly so quickly that it appears 
more of initiation than a response. But to truly maximize the energetic 
return they need to be responding.  
Theme: Frustration 
 
Projector – The Projector is here to mange, guide, direct and lead. They 
are here to project thoughts, ideas, patterns, solutions and inspiration. Like 
a movie or overhead projector, this energy is outwardly expressed to 
society and the universe. It lights the way to a more organized or better 
way of doing things. The Projector does not have the sacral motor so their 
energy is not sustainable for work over long periods of time. They need to 
rest and take breaks. A projector is best suited to work a flexible schedule 
that allows for this rest, and perhaps even an afternoon nap. The Projector 
should go to bed half an hour before they intend to sleep in order to 
discharge the sacral energy that they have picked up and amplified during 
the day. 



Projector – wait to be invited 
The Projector must be invited in order for the energy to flow properly.  
Theme: Bitterness 
 
Manifestor – The Manifestor is here to create, initiate, and manifest. The 
manifesting energy is quick and flows to the throat center through 
channel(s) from one or more motor centers within the design. The throat 
center is all about the creative and initiative expression. The Manifestor 
uses this energy to create opportunity for themselves and others. As a 
society we depend on the Manifestors to get things started or get things 
going. Once initiated, it is the other types, Manifesting Generators, 
Generators, Projectors and Reflectors, that come in and help the creation 
of the Manifestor to truly manifest. 
Manifestor Strategy – Inform before you act 
The manifestor energy is fast and that is the beauty and the flame in the 
creative process.  
Theme: Anger 
 
Reflector – The Reflector is the mirror of the energies and actions within 
society. A Reflector has no defined centers. All of the centers in the chart 
are white. They are like crystals able to amplify and reflect the energies 
around them. Reflectors can be highly sensitive to their environment. 
Reflectors do not have sustainable energy. Because of their open design 
they are significantly influenced by the energetic gates created by the 
cycles of the moon. 
Reflector Strategy – Simply wait 28 days 
The strategy for the reflector is to ride their lunar cycle and make the big 
decisions only after experiencing their full 28 days.  
Theme: Disappointment 

 

The Strategies 

Your decision-making and action-taking strategy comes from your type.  

Strategy is the most important knowledge offered by your Human Design 
Chart. It gives you key information about how to operate your human 
vehicle in the world, how to make the right decisions for you, and how to 
recognize when you are on the right path in life. Following your strategy 



offers you the opportunity to experience events and circumstances that are 
correct for you.  

Not following the strategy for your type brings events and experiences into 
your life that may not be correct for you.  

 

Authority

 

Authority refers to an aspect of your design that influences your decision- 
making. Although decision-making is tied directly to your strategy, your 
authority will flavor the way you make your decisions. Authority is 
determined by certain centers in your personal body graph that have the 
most powerful influence on decision-making. Not all centers carry authority, 
so your personal authority will depend on your type and your defined 
centers.  

Authority also is affected by your “conditioning” (the influence of others on 
your life) and by your level of emotional well-being. When you receive a 
Human Design Reading, you will understand the learned patterns of pain 
and coping behaviors that may be keeping you from living the full 
expression of who you really are. With awareness of these old patterns, 
you begin to heal and transform those energies into deep sources of 

wisdom. The more you clear your old energy patterns, the more effectively  

your natural decision making skills (and your inner authority) will function. 
You can then begin to fully use your authority along with your strategy to 

help you make smarter, more effective decisions in your life.  

 



Personality Profiles 

Profiles tell you about the major life themes that you will experience, and 
they illustrate another way in which your personality interacts with the 
world. Everyone comes into the world with a specific profile and purpose. 
Knowing your profile can help you understand the themes that you will 
encounter as you move toward fulfilling your purpose.  

There are twelve different profiles in the Human Design system. Each of 
the two numbers in a profile has a specific meaning. The first number in 
your profile is a major element of your personality that you will be 
consciously aware of. The second number in your profile is a significant 
unconscious element of your personality that may be more hidden from you 

and not within your direct control.  

Each profile number is a number 1 through 6. Each of these numbers is 
called a “line” (the same as the lines of the gates). As with the gates, each 
of these six lines represents a different archetype or style of behavior.  

Line 1 - Investigator  
Line 2 - Hermit 
Line 3 - Martyr  
Line 4 - Opportunist  
Line 5 - Heretic  
Line 6 - Role Model  

The twelve profiles come from specific combinations of two of these lines— 
the first line is your conscious archetype, and second is your unconscious 
archetype.  

Your profile explains your particular archetypes, the themes associated 
with those archetypes, the significance of your combination of two 

archetypes, and your conscious and unconscious learning styles.  

Here are the twelve Human Design profiles:  

1/3 Investigator/Martyr 
1/4 Investigator/Opportunist 2/4 Hermit/Opportunist 
2/5 Hermit/Heretic 
3/5 Martyr/Heretic 



3/6 Martyr/Role Model 
4/6 Opportunist/Role Model 4/1 Opportunist/Investigator 5/1 
Heretic/Investigator 
5/2 Heretic/Hermit 
6/2 Role Model/Hermit 
6/3 Role Model/Martyr  

A Human Design Reading explains in great detail what types of themes 

YOU can expect to encounter in your life based on your specific profile.  

Conclusion 

Your Human Design Body Graph Chart contains an amazing amount of 
personal, practical, and profound information about YOU. This ebook only 
begins to scratch the surface of what you can learn!  

 

 

 

 

Much of the Information contained within is from the teachings of: 
Karen Curry of karencurry.com  
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